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useful videos: mr thorne does phonics an excellent range of videos that children love to use to learn
their phonics jolly phonics phase 2 song which has actions to help children remember the sounds
jolly phonics phase 3 song which has actions to help children remember the sounds video of
teachers going through the phase 3 sounds video of a teacher going through the phase 5 sounds
with fun actions to teach the 42 letter sounds, as well as games, stories and songs, our multi-sensory
phonics sessions allow pupils to revise their knowledge, learn new sounds and use and apply their
reading and writing skills in a highly engaging way. the check contains a mix of real words and non-
words or pseudo-words (or nonsense/alien words). children will be told before the check that there
will be non-words that he or she will not have seen before. all children will be familiar with this
because we already use non-words when we teach phonics. non-words are important to include
because words such as vap or jound are new to all children. children cannot read the non-words by
using their memory or vocabulary; they have to use their decoding skills. this is a fair way to assess
their ability to decode. those children who do not pass the phonics screening check are highlighted
for further intervention and targeted support before completing the screening check again at the end
of year 2. for children who do not succeed a second time, provision is made for them to receive
focused intervention and targeted support in key stage 2.
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the phonics screen is a specific literacy test and is taken at the end of each year, term and phase of
a curriculum. it is a very specific test about how the phonics phase has been taught over the whole

of year 1. for example in year 1 children are taught the letter sound system in the first year. the
literacy curriculum therefore requires that the children are able to use the sounds they have learned

to read the words in the book. thus, the phonics screen is a literacy test based on the phonics
curriculum which indicates children’s progress in meeting the literacy standard. the test also shows

children’s progress in developing their understanding of print and using it to read. outcomes the
screens are a literacy assessment tool used in the eyfs to assess progress in phonics. the phonics
screening check is part of the national curriculum, the national curriculum gives information about

the national aims for learning and help parents understand how their child is developing. the
curriculum is set by the department for education, local authorities and other national bodies to

ensure that children are learning effectively. the phonics screening check (psc) is a test of what they
have learnt in school. the test is an assessment of the children’s knowledge of the 42 phonetic

sounds taught in the phonics programme, including the higher level sounds that are taught in year 2.
this assessment is carried out at the end of each term or phase of the programme. during the

assessment, children hear the sounds and decide whether they have heard them in words that they
have already been taught and whether they can read and write them. 5ec8ef588b
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